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N.H.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.

(2) Answer any four out of remaining six questions.
(3) Assume suitable data wherever required but justify the same.
(4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
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1. (a) Draw the electric equivalent circuit for the high frequency capacitor.
Compute the high frequency impedance of a 20 PF capacitor in terms of
F(frequency). Whose dielectric medium consists ofan aluminium oxide (AI203)
processing a series loss tangent of 10- 4 and whose leads are 1.25 em with
0" = 64.51 X 106 ohm-l m-l.eu

(b) Computethe transmission line parameters for a parallel plate transmission line.
Given- O"diet= 0.125 m slm

a = 64,5 16 x 106 ohm- ) m- ), eond
W = 6 mm' E = 2.25' . II = 1, r ' t"'r

d = 1 mm' f = 1 GHz,
(c) Explain the current flow in pn junction and give the expression for Idiff in

terms of diffusion constand and V diff in terms of doping concentration.
(d) Consider a load ZL= 60 + j 20 ohms connected to a lossy transmission line~

O.1+ j 200Z = ..I
0 V 0.05 + j 0.003

Determine the reflection coefficent and SWR at load.
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2. (a) For the following transmission line system compute input power and power 10
delivered to the load-

~J1- :<{~'5'.fl. ~~-:s elL.

<1--=4cJL

1~D. ?,S-x~

(b) Show the RF small signal circuit model and equivalent model using Miller 10
Effect. Find the values of CM) and CM2 in terms of Cbe' Veeand Vbc'
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3. (a) Identify the following normalized impedances and convert into admittances. ~
Using Smith Chart. Also find correspondingreflection coefficientsand SWR-

(i) Z = 0.1 + j 0,7
(ii) Z = 0.2 - j 0,7
(iii) Z = 0,5.

(b) Fora RLCparallelresonantcircuit. DerivetheexpressionforQ. IfRs= 150ohms, 10
RL = 1 kilo ohm and Q = 20 at 50 MHz. Find the R, L, C values.

4. (a) Explain the following parameters-
(i) Insertion loss

(ii) Ripple
(iii) Bandwidth
(iv) Shield factor and
(v) Rejection.

(b) Draw the small signal h-parameter representation of BJT and find the values 10

of r7t' C7t' ro and gm'
Given' IQ = 6 mA. c '

V AN = 30 V,
VT = 0.026 V.

10

I~ = 40 JlA

fT = 37 GHz

5. (a) A coaxial cable of characteristic impedance Zo= 75 ohms is terminated with 10
a load impedance of Zl = 60 + j 30 ohms. Find input impedance of line at
f = 1 GHz and d = 50 em.

(b) Explain Schottky contact with the help of Energy Band diagram for metal 10
and semiconductor do not interact and metal semiconductor contact.

6. (a) Compare large signal FET models with samll signal FET models. 10
(b) ExplainvariousterminationsusedinMicrostripTransmissionlineandcomparethem. 10

7. (a) Define and derive AC parameters for BJT and FET. 10
(b) Write a notes on Chip resistors, chip capactiors and surface mounted inductors. 10
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